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Deuteronomy Chapter 31
16. God said to Moses: Behold you will dwell with your ancestors, and this people will then get up and
prostitute themselves after the foreign gods of the land into which it is going. And I will then abandon
[them] and cancel my covenant that I have established with it.
17. My anger will burn against it on that day, and I will abandon them, and will hide my face from
them, and [this people] will be consumed, and will encounter great evil and difficulties. [The people]
will say on that day, it is because God is not in my midst that I encounter such evils.

I will surely hide

18.
my face on that day, because of all the wickness that [the people] has
done, for it turned to other gods.

Deuteronomy Chapter 4
27. God will scatter you among the nations, and there will remain only a few of you left among the
nations where God will send you. 28. And there you will serve gods made by the hands of man, wood
and stone, that do not see and do not hear and do not eat and do not smell. 29. Yet from there you will
seek out the Lord your God, and you will find [Him], for you will seek him with all your heart and all
your soul.

Exodus Chapter 19
16. And it happened on the third day in the morning, that there was thunder and lightning and a heavy
cloud on the mountain and a very strong sound of a shofar, and all the people in the camp were afraid.
17. Moses brought the people out from the camp to meet God, and they were stationed at the bottom
of the mountain.

Deuteronomy Chapter 4

11. And they approached, and they stood under the mountain, and the mountain burned with fire to
the heart of heaven, darkness and a cloud and smoke.
Talmud - Mas. Shabbath 88a

And they stood under the mount:
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R. Abdimi b. Hama b. Hasa said: This teaches that the Holy One, blessed be He,
overturned the mountain upon them like an [inverted] cask,
and said to them,’If ye accept the Torah, ‘tis well; if not, there shall be your burial.’
R. Aha b. Jacob observed: This furnishes a strong protest against the Torah.

Said Raba, Yet even so, they re-accepted it in the days of Ahasuerus, for it is written,
[the Jews] confirmed, and took upon them [etc.]: [i.e.,] they confirmed what they
had accepted long before.
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Esther Chapter 9
27. The Jews established and accepted upon themselves and their descendents, and upon all those who
would be jointed to them [converts], and [promised] they would not fail to perform these two days,
according to their instructions and at their appointed times, every single year.

Teachings of the Kedushat Levi on Purim
(from source sheet by Nathan Martin)

....There are two types of miracles, the revealed and the hidden. A revealed miracle is like the
splitting of the Red Sea and the Exodus where it is clear to all that that nature is transformed.
And then there are hidden miracles. A hidden miracle is the sort that took pace for Mordecai
and Esther, in which the forces of nature went on undisturbed; the miraculous took place
within the realm of nature. Our teacher the holy lamp R. Dov Baer taught that she was name
Esther because of hester ("hiddenness"), the hiding of the miracle within nature...
Now we can understand why this miracle was so great that their love allowed them to accept
the Torah. It took place within nature, where God's kingship is hidden. That made it all the
greater. It is no great surprise when the king comes along with a vast army and wins the
battle. But what if the king is alone in the forest, without either weapons or trops, and wins by
his courage alone? Or imagine the fear and submission that overwhelm you when you come
into the king's palace and see all his grandeur...But suppose you met that same king alone in
the forest, without any soldiers and dressed like an ordinary person, yet you were still
overcome by fear and shame? Wouldn't that be a much greater wonder? The blessed Holy
One can transform nature and make His heavenly kingdom appear. The one who created
everything can change things as well.
This is not so great a mircle as when God works through nature, with His kingship hidden, and
yet does wonders. That was what happened at the time of Mordecai and Esther, and it was so
wondrous that it caused Israel to re-accept God's Torah.
But let us look at this in a more inward way, particularly the issue of [Israel] accepting the
Torah in love during the time of Mordechai and Esther. First we should note that the term
megillah [used especially for the "scroll" of Esther], when God's kingship was hidden within
nature...[derives from the word megalleh "reveals"], since God was revealed to be present in
the natural world and still to defeat evil...This idea [of God defeating evil in nature] is
connected to the word megillah [revealed] - that God's actions and kingship within nature,
which were hidden, are revealed. Hence the name megillah - the revealing of that which is
hidden
Why then did they come to accept the Torah?...They read the Megillah in that first year...and
through it they saw clearly God's active presence within the natural, physical realm. They then
accepted the Torah out of love...
(Source: Speaking Torah, Arthur Green et al. v.2 p.205-6)
https://www.sefaria.org/sheets/25268

